We propose a novel take on understanding narratives in social media, focusing on learning "functional story schemas", which consist of sets of stereotypical functional structures. We develop an unsupervised pipeline to extract schemas and apply our method to Reddit posts to detect schematic structures that are characteristic of different subreddits. We validate our schemas through human interpretation and evaluate their utility via a text classification task. Our experiments show that extracted schemas capture distinctive structural patterns in different subreddits, improving classification performance of several models by 2.4% on average. We also observe that these schemas serve as lenses that reveal community norms.
Introduction
Narrative understanding has long been considered a central, yet challenging task in natural language understanding (Winograd, 1972) . Recent advances in NLP have revived interest in this area, especially the task of story understanding (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016a) . Most computational work has focused on extracting structured story representations (often called "schemas") from literary novels, folktales, movie plots or news articles (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009; Finlayson, 2012; Chaturvedi et al., 2018) . In our work, we shift the focus to understanding the structure of stories from a different data source: narratives found on social media. Table 1 provides an example story from the popular online discussion forum Reddit 1 . Prior work has studied stories of personal experiences found on social media, identifying new storytelling patterns. However, these studies have focused on how storyteller identity is conveyed (Page, 2013) . In our work, we instead i was eating breakfast this morning while my stepfather was making his lunch to take to work. as he reached for the plastic wrap for his sandwich i subtly mentioned that he could use a reusable container. so he walked over to the container drawer and used a container realizing that it was the perfect size. i know its not much but hopefully he remembers this tomorrow when making his lunch... Table 1 : Sample personal story from Reddit aim to understand novel structural patterns exhibited by such stories.
Computational work in story understanding often attempts to construct structured representations revolving around specific narrative elements. Broadly, these approaches can be divided into two classes: event-centric techniques (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) and character-centric techniques (Bamman, 2015) . We adopt a novel take that focuses instead on extracting the "functional structure" of stories. For example, a common story can have a functional structure consisting of phases such as character introduction, conflict setup and resolution. To represent such structure, we propose the paradigm of functional story schemas, which consist of stereotypical sets of functional structures. A major difference between our conceptualization of functional story schemas and prior approaches is the focus on high-level narrative structure, which reduces domain-specificity in the found schemas. Studies have shown that functional narrative structures are critical in forming stories and play an important role in story understanding (Brewer and Lichtenstein, 1980, 1982) .
We develop a novel unsupervised pipeline to extract functional schemas ( §3), which consists of two stages: functional structure identification and structure grouping for schema formation. The first stage uses the Content word filtering and Speaker preferences Model (CSM), a generative model originally applied to detect schematic progressions of speech-acts in conversations (Jo et al., 2017) , while the second stage groups strongly cooccurring sets of structures using principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2011) . To validate extracted schemas, we perform a two-phase evaluation: manual interpretation of schemas ( §4.2) and automated evaluation in a downstream text classification task ( §4.3).
Utilizing our pipeline to extract functional schemas from posts on three subreddits discussing environmental issues 2 , namely /r/environment, /r/ZeroWaste and /r/Green, we observe that our schema interpretations reflect typical posting strategies employed by users in each of these subreddits. Incorporating schema information into the feature space also boosts the performance of a variety of baseline text classification models on subreddit prediction by 2.4% on average. After validation, we use extracted schemas to gain further insight into how stories function in social media ( §5). We discover that functional schemas reveal community norms, since they capture dominant and unique posting styles followed by users of each subreddit. We hope that our conceptualization of functional story schemas provides an interesting research direction for future work on story understanding, especially stories on social media.
Background & Related Work

Narrative Understanding
Much prior work on narrative understanding has focused on extracting structured knowledge representations ("templates" or "schemas") from narratives. These works can be divided into two major classes based on the narrative aspect they attend to: event-centric and character-centric.
Event-centric approaches primarily focus on learning "scripts", which are stereotypical sequences of events occurring in the narrative along with their participants (Schank and Abelson, 1977) . While scripts were introduced in the 1970s, not much early work (with the exception of Mooney and DeJong (1985) ) attempted to build models for this task due to its complexity. However, it has garnered more interest in recent years. Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) modeled scripts as narrative event chains, defined as partially ordered sets of events related to a single common actor, and built an evaluation called the narrative cloze test aimed at predicting a missing event in the script given all other events. Chambers and Jurafsky (2009) broadened the scope of event chains by defining "narrative schemas" which model all actors involved in a set of events along with their role. These inspired several script learning approaches (Regneri et al., 2010; Balasubramanian et al., 2013) . A related line of research focused on extracting "event schemas", which store semantic roles for typical entities involved in an event. Several works proposed unsupervised methods for this task (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011; Cheung et al., 2013; Chambers, 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015) . Recent research identified a key problem with the narrative cloze test, namely that language modeling approaches perform well without learning about events (Pichotta and Mooney, 2014; Rudinger et al., 2015) . This drove the establishment of a new task: the story cloze test where the goal was to select the correct ending for a story given two endings (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016a; Sharma et al., 2018) . Several works showed that incorporating event sequence information provides improvement in this task (Peng et al., 2017; Chaturvedi et al., 2017b) . Additionally, some work has focused on defining new script annotation schemes (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016b; Wanzare et al., 2016; Modi et al., 2016) and domain-specific script-based story understanding (Mueller, 2004; McIntyre and Lapata, 2009 ).
Character-centric approaches adopt the outlook that characters make a narrative compelling and drive the story. While no standard paradigms have been established for character representation, a common approach concentrated on learning character types or personas (Bamman et al., 2013 (Bamman et al., , 2014 . Other work proposed to model inter-character relationships (Krishnan and Eisenstein, 2015; Chaturvedi et al., 2016 Chaturvedi et al., , 2017a . Information about character types and their relationships has been demonstrated to be useful for story understanding tasks such as identifying incorrect narratives (e.g., reordered or reversed stories) (Elsner, 2012) and detecting narrative similarity (Chaturvedi et al., 2018) . Finally, an interesting line of research has focused on constructing "plot units", which are story representations consisting of affect states of characters and tensions between them. Plot units were first proposed by Lehnert (1981) and have recently attracted interest from the NLP community resulting in the development of computational approaches (Appling and Riedl, 2009; Goyal et al., 2010) .
Our work takes a unique approach in that we propose a computational technique to learn functional schemas from stories. Functional schemas consist of stereotypical sets of functional structures observed in stories. The key difference between functional schemas and scripts is that scripts contain events present in the narrative, while functional schemas consist of phases in a story arc. For example, for a crime story, a script representation may contain a "murder" event, but a functional schema could represent that event as "inciting incident", based on its role in the arc. Functional structures are key to rhetorical structure theory for discourse analysis (Labov, 1996; Labov and Waletzky, 1997) and have been operationalized in discourse parsing (Li et al., 2014; Xue et al., 2015) . However, not much work has explored their utility in uncovering novel narrative structures. One exception is Finlayson (2012), which learned functional structures from folktales, indicating that computational techniques could recover patterns described in Propp's theory of folktale structure (Propp, 2010) . Our work differs since we aim to uncover new schemas instead of validating existing structural theories. We take this perspective because we are interested in studying stories told on social media which may not conform to existing theories of narrative structure.
Schema Induction via Topic Models
To computationally extract functional schemas, it is important to identify characteristic functional structures from stories. Topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) , can be used for automatic induction of such structures since they identify latent themes, which may be treated as functions, from a set of documents. However, vanilla topic models do not model transitions between themes, whereas stories tend to follow stereotypical sequences of functional structures. For example, the conflict in a story must be set up before the resolution. Hence, to account for the order of functional structures, conversation models can be employed (Ritter et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Ezen-Can and Boyer, 2015; Brychcín and Král, 2017; Joty and Mohiuddin, 2018; Paul, 2012; Wallace et al., 2013; Jo et al., 2017) . These models impose structure on transitions between latent themes, typically using an HMM. This uncovers latent themes that account for interactions among themselves, helping to identify dialogue acts, which these models aim to extract. A similar HMM-based framework has been used to extract story schemas from news articles (Barzilay and Lee, 2004) .
Among many conversation models, we use the Content word filtering and Speaker preferences Model (CSM), which recently offered the best performance at unsupervised dialogue act identification (Jo et al., 2017) . We choose this model because it has some characteristics which make it especially useful for capturing functional structures. Above all, it automatically distinguishes between topical themes and functional structures, which have different behavior. For example, a functional structure that represents asking a question would be characterized by wh-adverbs and question marks, rather than the specific content of questions. Being able to make this distinction between topics and functional structures is crucial to our task of extracting functional schemas.
Method
We use unsupervised algorithms to induce functional schemas from stories. More specifically our pipeline consists of the following stages:
1. Functional Structure Identification: We use CSM to identify typical sequences of functional structures. 2. Story Schema Formation: We perform PCA to form functional schemas.
Functional Structure Identification
The first step in our pipeline is to identify the typical sequences of functional structures in the corpus, which will then be clustered to form several functional schemas. Specifically, we utilize CSM to identify underlying functional structures from the corpus. CSM is a generative model originally applied to conversation -a sequence of utterances by speakers. The model assumes that a corpus of conversations has a set of functional structures undertaken by individual sentences. Each structure is represented as a language model, i.e., a probability distribution over words. CSM can be seen as a combination of an HMM and a topic model but adopts a deliberate design choice different from other models that focus mainly on topical themes. It captures linguistic structures using multiple mechanisms. First, the model encodes that, in a conversation the content being discussed transitions more slowly than the structures that convey the content. Capturing the difference in transition paces allows the model to distinguish co-occurrence patterns of fast-changing words (functional structures) from words that occur consistently throughout (topical themes).
CSM also assumes that each utterance plays some functional role, indicated by structural elements found within it, and that the function is probabilistically conditioned on that of the preceding utterance. This captures dependencies between utterance-level functions and thus those between lower-level structural elements within sentences as well. We can see these dependencies in, for example, a tech forum, where a conversation begins with a user's utterance of "information seeking" comprising such functional structures as introduction, problem statement, and question. This utterance may be followed by another user's utterance of "providing solutions" comprising such functional structures as suggestions and references. Formally, an utterence-level function is represented as a "state", a probability distribution over functional structures.
Since each story in our task is a monologue rather than a conversation, we need to format our data in a way analogous to a conversation to apply CSM. Specifically, we treat each story as a "conversation", and each sentence in the story as an "utterance". Accordingly, each "conversation" has only one speaker. This way, we apply CSM to a corpus of stories, still benefiting from the model's ability to distinguish functional structures from topical themes and account for temporal dependencies between functional structures.
Functional Schema Formation
After determining functional structures, we identify sets of most strongly co-occurring structures to form functional story schemas. To identify co-occurring structures, we represent each story as a bag of functional structures and run PCA 3 . Each resultant principal component is treated as a schema, consisting of functional structures which have a high loading value for that component. Since principal components are orthogonal, extracted schemas will be distinct. In addition, the set of extracted schemas will be representative of most stories, because PCA retains the variance of the original data. The functional structures present in each schema (based on loading) are treated as elements of that schema.
Experiments 4.1 Dataset
We demonstrate the utility of our schema extraction pipeline on Reddit posts 4 . We select three active subreddits to construct our dataset, /r/environment, /r/ZeroWaste,and /r/Green, which cover issues from the environmental domain. We are interested in studying how people structure their experiences and stories differently in each subreddit, though all of them discuss similar topics, as well as the extent to which our extracted functional schemas capture such subtle structural differences. We collect all posts from these subreddits since their inception until Jan 2019. Using our schema extraction pipeline, we first extract a set of 10 functional structures using CSM 5 . Then using PCA, we derive 10 sets of cooccurring structures as our candidate functional schemas. Next, we manually inspect each set of structures and select the most salient 4 sets as our functional schemas 6 . To validate these schemas, we perform a two-fold evaluation. First, we manually interpret extracted functional structures and schemas. Second, we demonstrate the utility of our schemas by incorporating them into a downstream task: text classification.
Manual Schema Interpretation
In order to interpret the schemas, we first need to label functional structures extracted by CSM. Labeling was performed independently by two annotators who looked at sample sentences assigned to each structure by the model and assigned structure name labels based on inspection. A consensus coding was assembled as the final interpretation after an adjudicating discussion. Table 3 gives a brief overview of the structure labels along with examples for each. We see that the detected structures indeed represent strategies commonly used by Reddit users.
Schemas can now be interpreted based on labels assigned to the structures they contain. Final schema interpretations, along with sample posts for each schema, are presented in table 4. We observe that schema 0 and schema 2 are news and fact oriented, whereas schema 1 and schema 3 include more personal experiences. Moreover, new posts can also be fit into these schemas. We assign a schema to each post P using the following formula:
Here, S is the set of schemas, s is a schema, t is a functional structure, n t is the number of sentences assigned t in P , n P is the total number of sentences in P , and l t is the absolute value of the PCA loading for t. Figure 1 shows the proportion of posts from each subreddit assigned to each schema. We clearly see that posts from different subreddits follow different schemas. Specifically, half of the posts in subreddit /r/environment fit into schema 0 and about 1/4 of the posts fit into schema 2; Schema 1 dominates posts in /r/ZeroWaste; Posts in /r/Green occupy schemas 0, 1, 2 and 3 in decreasing numbers. This demonstrates that our extracted schemas do capture typical structures present in Reddit posts and that posts in each subreddit indeed exhibit unique structures.
Using Schemas for Text Classification
In addition to manual interpretation, we demonstrate the practical utility of our schema extraction pipeline by applying it in a downstream task: multi-label text classification. In our task setup, we treat each post as a document and the subreddit it belongs to as the document label. Since all subreddits in our dataset focus on environmental issues, most posts discuss similar topics, making classification using only content information hard. However, as we observed in our schema interpretation, posts from different subreddits follow different schematic structures. Hence, we hypothesize that using schema information should help on this task. As a preliminary experiment, we construct a document representation using only schema-based features. Each document is represented as a 4-dimensional vector consisting of schema scores calculated per equation (1). The performance of logistic regression (LR) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers using these feature representations is presented in table 5. These scores demonstrate that schema information is extremely predictive for the classification task in comparison to a majority vote baseline. Encouraged by this result, we conduct further experiments in which schema information is combined with word features. We experiment with both neural and non-neural baseline models for our task. Our models and results are described below.
Baseline Models
We set up the following baseline models, which use only word-level information, for text classification:
• LR: A logistic regression classifier with two feature settings (bag-of-words or tf-idf) • NB: A naive bayes classifier with two feature settings (bag-of-words or tf-idf) Catch-all for personal story bits when i asked for a carafe of water he said... all i wanted to do was use a cup to get some coffee... classifier For all models using bag-of-words or tf-idf features, we restrict the vocabulary to the most frequent 2, 000 words. All neural models use 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) .
Schema-based Extension Models
To incorporate schema features alongside wordlevel features, we adopt a strategy inspired by domain adaptation techniques (Daume III, 2007; Kim et al., 2016) . Daume III (2007) proposed a feature augmentation strategy for domain adaptation, which was extended to neural models by (Kim et al., 2016) . It works as described: given two domains ("source" and "target"), each feature is duplicated thrice creating three versions -a general version, a source-specific version and a targetspecific version. We follow the same intuition considering each schema to be a separate domain. Hence, we duplicate each feature 5 times (a general version and 4 schema-specific versions). For example, if a document contains the word "plastic", our feature space includes "general plastic", "schema0 plastic", and so on. We experiment with several feature duplication strategies, resulting in the following settings for each model:
• Vanilla: Only the general domain features contain non-zero values. All schema domain features are set to zero, hence this setting contains no schema information.
• AllSent: Both general and schema domains contain non-zero feature values computed using sentences from the entire document. For each document, only one schema domain (i.e. assigned schema) contains non-zero values.
• SchemaSent: General domain feature values are computed using the entire document, while schema domain feature values are computed using only sentences which contain structures present in the assigned schema.
Results
To evaluate the performance of all models on our text classification task, we create a held-out test set using 10% of our data. The remaining data is divided into train and dev sets. To avoid double-dipping into the same data for both schema learning and subreddit prediction, we use dev set to learn schemas, and train AllSent and SchemaSent models on train data only. However for the Vanilla setting, we can use both train and dev sets for training since no schema information is used. Because we need a large dev set to learn good schemas, we perform a 50 : 50 split to create train and dev sets. Exact statistics are provided in Table 7 shows the performance of all models in different settings on the text classification task. We observe that for both neural and non-neural models, incorporating schema information helps in all cases, the only exception being NB-BoW.
We also notice that neural and non-neural models achieved comparable performance which is surprising. To further investigate this, we look into precision recall and F1 scores of the best model for each type respectively i.e. NB-BoW Vanilla and CNN AllSent. Our investigation shows that unlike NB-BoW, the CNN model completely ignores the minority subreddit /r/Green, which we believe could be due to the fact that our dataset is extremely small for neural models.
Model
Vanilla AllSent SchemaSent Table 7 : Accuracy of all models on text classification
Discussion
Our interpretation and experiments demonstrate that the extracted functional schemas uncover novel narrative structures employed by Reddit users. We also observe that functional schemas are differently distributed across subreddits, in-dicating that communities follow diverse storytelling practices, even when discussing similar topics. These subtle schema differences between narratives across subreddits can aid us in discerning how users structure stories differently when participating in different communities. In our case, extracted schemas show that users in subreddits /r/environment and /r/Green use more factoriented functions while telling stories (high abundance of stories fitting schemas 0 and 2), whereas users in subreddit /r/ZeroWaste use more personal experience-oriented functions (high abundance of stories fitting schemas 1 and 3). We highlight this by giving prototypical example posts with assigned schema labels for each subreddit below:
...there is so many problems today with plastic strawsthe uk and the us use a combined total of 550 million plastic straws each day and unfortunately its safe to say that not all 550 million of these plastic items are recycled ... (/r/environment, Schema 0)
...every single year plastic cards hotel key cards etc amount to 75 million pounds of pvc wasted or about 34000 tonsthe eiffel tower weighs just around 10000 tonsthis is the equivalent of burying around 3 eiffel towers a year just from used pvc cards... (/r/Green, Schema 0)
...i had a few vegetables that were wilting and ready to be discarded...instead i made a soup with all of them and some broth and miso...it's good and isn't wasteful... (/r/ZeroWaste, Schema 1)
More importantly, these narrative structures unique to each subreddit, as captured by functional schemas, can act as a lens and provide insight into community posting norms. This is analogous with previous work on computational sociolinguistics, where researchers have demonstrated that online discussion forums create community norms about language usage, and members adapt their language to conform to those norms (Nguyen et al., 2016) . Especially on Reddit, language style is an essential indicator of community identity (Tran and Ostendorf, 2016; Chancellor et al., 2018) . Our schemas help us make similar observations, showing that dominant user posting styles in each subreddit seem to be ones that conform to subreddit descriptions. Figure 2 presents descriptions for all subreddits which we use in our dataset. We see /r/environment and /r/Green specifically position themselves as platforms to discuss news and current issues, which is also recovered by our functional schemas since they contain an abundance of news and fact related functions. On the other hand, /r/ZeroWaste positions itself as a platform for likeminded people, resulting in dominant schemas demonstrating an abundance of functional structures related to describing personal experiences. This indicates that our technique of inducing functional schemas from social media posts is useful for drawing interesting insights about how narratives align to community norms in online discussion forums. In this work we propose a novel computational approach to understand social media narratives. We present a unique take on story understanding, focusing on learning functional story schemas which are sets of typical functional structures. We first introduce a computational pipeline utilizing unsupervised methods such as CSM and PCA, to extract schemas and use it on social media data (posts from different communities on Reddit). We then validate learned schemas through human interpretation and a downstream text classification task. Our interpretation shows typical posting strategies used by community members and our experiments demonstrate that integrating schema information improves the performance of baseline models on subreddit prediction. Finally, we observe that functional schemas not only capture specific narrative structures existing in subreddits, but also reveal online community norms, which helps us better understand how stories function in social media.
A limitation of our work is that PCA-based grouping loses information about ordering of functional structures within each schema. Moving forward, we plan to tackle this to form ordered schemas. Possible applications of our work include using extracted schemas to study evolution of community norms and changes in user compliance to these norms over time. William F Brewer and Edward H Lichtenstein. 1980 
A Appendices
A.1 CSM Parameter Values
Various parameter values were tested and the final parameter setting was chosen based on model performance and the parameter setting suggested in the original paper (Jo et al., 2017) . We found the optimal number of functional structures to be 10. Higher numbers tend to capture too content-specific structures, and lower numbers too general structures. The optimal number of content topics is 5, which indicates that the corpus is focused on environmental related issues and the content is relatively common across the corpus. The number of states reflects different patterns of structure composition within a post, and 5 states were found to be optimal. More states tend to capture too post-specific structures, and less states cannot account for the diversity of structures.
Parameter ν ∈ [0, 1] is the weight on state transition probabilities (as opposed to speaker preferences) for determining an utterance's state. 1 means only state transition probabilities are considered, and 0 means only speaker preferences are considered. In our study, we treat each post as a "conversation" that has only one speaker. Therefore, a low weight would identify functional structures that distinguish between posts rather than between sentences. We find a high weight (ν = 0.9) drives the model to identify sentence structures well that also account for some consistency within each post. Parameter η ∈ [0, 1] is the weight on structure language models (as opposed to content topics) for generating words. 1 means that all words are generated from structure language models, and 0 means only from content topics. Our setting (η = 0.8) filters out 20% of words as content. This is quite a large proportion compared to the original paper, meaning that the corpus has a relatively large proportion of words that constitute functional structures.
Other hyperparameters for the model were set as per the original paper: α F = γ A = 0.1, α B = γ S = 1, β = 0.001.
